PRACTICAL ADVISES ABOUT IMPILINNA HOUSE, VILLAGE AND UTÖ ISLAND

You are in Baltic Sea, between Sweden and Finland. The island is in open sea. Daily life is depending of
weather and climate. Everyday life is influenced of weather, nature and the location in a far distance
from mainland.
As visiting in Utö you are also inhabitant of little village and part of it. The house you are settling is run
by Kuvas students and graduated by voluntary.
The residency activity is organized distantly from Helsinki in opposite usual residences, which have
maintainers living in. The flue of different visitors is creating the picture, how we/ residency activity
are seen in the island. Every visitor, at the time, is part of the overall impression how the residency is
seen and how it is deal with nature and villagers.
Utö is ordinary and special place, but also because of that is having many special characters, which
are not opening easily to visitor, who is spending only few week is in the island. We, who are running
the residency are responsible, that our activity, which we are producing in to island is maintaining the
nice atmosphere. Utö is precious for us and we respect the place. That is why we are doing this as
volunteer.
We expect to every visitor to sign these advices and details and take responsible to maintain all good
habits during the residence.
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IMPILINNA HOUSE ‐TELEGRAFEN
Residency house Impilinna, Russian built former telegraph house is now 100 –years old. It valuable as
historical presence and it is separately mentioned in the writings one of the significant structure in
the island.
Please keep it in good condition and leave it clean and neat for the next visitor.
During your residency you get whole little house and court as your own. Make yourself home and
enjoyable and organize your working. Change furniture places as you wish.
WORKING
The house is collective, it is working studio, but also as dining‐, living‐ and writing area. Cover floor
and tables if needed, repaint walls when leaving if needed. The fold‐leg table in the storage is for
inside and outside working.
In all fussing remember, that every user is taking care of leaving clean to house to next user.
Also note that there is no insurance that will cover breakages. Let us know immediately if something
is broken or doesn't function well!
If, inspite of the protection, you make a mess (paint splashes etc) clean them and repaint the walls
white if needed. Don't pour oil/acrylic paint or turpentine etc. to the drain! Keep all the tools etc. in
storage. Leave it in order.
ELCTRICITY AND HEATERS
Between spring and early autumn the heaters are not needed.
Do not cover the heaters or dry things hanging in them. Be sure that nothing is dropping inside them.
Inside is heating resistors, which can easily make fire.
In case of fire emergency use fire extinguisher, which is behind kitchen table.
Adjust the heat as needed. If heaters are too warm, they can catch fire. Electricity is expensive far
away from mainland. Inside the countryside houses the temperature are held colder than in city
apartment. Use warm clothes also inside.
If you keep the windows or door open, close the radiators ‐ otherwise they try to warm the house for
nothing. Use the radiators only of you need them. The electricity is brought from mainland and is very
expensive so the radiators should be on use only during the cold season. Use a sweater and woollen
socks instead of heating!
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If power failure is expected the electric company let us know it by a text message which we'll then
forward to you. During a power failure you can use the trangia /primus stove in kitchen closet. It is
also possible to use it inside the house. Read the manual carefully and after use pack it again.
If you receive warning of a power failure, save some water in buckets. Next to the shop is a well but
the quality of the drinking suitable water is shifting.
KITCHEN
Kitchen closets are meant only for the cooking related tableware. Don't use the tableware for your
artistic work or the kitchen closets for storing your artistic materials.
Use kitchen hood when making food to avoid the smells
Avoid doing dishes under the running water ‐ try to save water when possible. Water is made from
seawater and it is the Finland’s most expensive.
The black iron pans can be washed only with water ‐ no soap as it ruins them. Don't soak the wooden
cutting plates in water or leave them outside to the rain (prolonged exposure to water will make the
glue come off and the plates will fall to pieces) or "clean" them with a kitchen rag. Soak the clay
casserole in water before putting it to the oven.
You can leave your extra food for the next visitor ‐ mark the opening day for everything in fridge.
Don't leave anything over dated behind.
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RECYCLING THE WASTE
All waste are sorted in the island. Containers for sorted household waste are located in the same
street as shop. All waste produced in the island will be transported to the mainland.
Getting rid of larger pieces of trash costs money. They have to be taken to the Mörttilä waste station
during its opening hours. See more instructions in info‐ part.
Do not collect the trash from other and store in Impilinna unless you will surely need them in artwork.
This is because if you don't use them in your project or get rid of them, the Residency will be required
to get rid of the trash and will have to take care of the waste payments.
Composter for bio‐waste is co‐owned by several houses. It is located behind a shed on the way to the chapel,
immediately after 'Svenska barakken', the neighboring house. Sort bio‐waste only and after you have acquinted
yourself with the bio‐waste which agreed with the neighbors. These rules are located in the Impilinnas info‐part
following these regulations. This works differently than the bio‐waste collecting in the city, so if you don't do it
properly, it is better to put all the food waste into the burning waste.
WINDOWS AND DOOR
There's no need to lock the door. But if you do want to lock it, take care that it won't stay locked for
the next visitor. If you accidently find yourself locked out, contact us for the spare key.
If the curtains are not in windows, you'll find them in closet.
If you keep the windows and door open, take care that the wind doesn't bang and break them. The
door can come open by itself on a windy day if it's not properly shut. During the winter time, if you
decide to ventilate, close the windows carefully and check that the insulation is in its proper place.
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU CAN'T OPEN THE BEDROOM'S WINDOW! The window frames are broken.
CLEANING
Leave clean and fresh house to next user. No one in the island is taking care of the house between
visitors. Prepare to give enough time to packing and cleaning. They take many hours. If you are
leaving with early morning ferry do these in earlier day.
Clean dust from all floors and tables. Wash floor with little bit ’mäntysuopa’ soap in the water. Wash
all kitchen tables properly with soap. Let carpets and bedclothes be many hours in the outside air to
be fresh. In wet weather only dust them. Clean the toilet and toilet floor. All other cleaning is also
very welcome, because the house in run by voluntary.
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GUESTBOOK
Please use the brown, A3‐size guestbook. Be honest. You can describe what you concretely did or if
you were using the residency for brainstorming. The guestbook is non‐formal and gives an idea how
people are using the place. There's also a smaller book for longer and more freeform scribblings.

OUTDOORS
Smoking is allowed only outdoors. Don't throw the cigarette butts anywhere even if you think they're
not lit any more! Collect them to a jar with a lid.
Don't play music loud. Respect the neighbors.
Taking care of the yard belongs to the residency guest. Autumn is for raking, winter for showelling
snow, summer for cutting the lawn.
Take care of the garden also in other ways than just eating its bounty. For more detail on the garden
please check the other info file.
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WIND AND FIRE
Wind is erratic and strong. It can raise quickly and change direction suddenly. (door, windows!)
In the local conditions wind will spread the fire with uncontrollable speed. Be extremely careful with
candles and smoking!
A lot of experience and careful attitude is needed if you want to barbeque in Utö. You are only
allowed to barbeque using the grill. Don't leave it alone for one moment, and after you are done
extinguish it with water. Even after some time after use, the barbeque coals are a risk for starting a
fire.
VILLAGE
The island is home of the local people. Respect this and sanctity of their homes.
Don't move, film or use binoculars directly towards the yards and windows. All the sheds, boathouses
and smokers near sealine are private even though they are unlocked and look like unused.
Also the piers belong to private households ‐ only the pier for pilot boat is open for everyone.
There's occasionally some tourists in the island ‐ it would be advisable to blend in with the locals
rather than to act like the tourists.
In case of problems, don't hesitate to contact locals for asking help, and compensate the help you are
given!
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FIRST AID
The house has basic first aid equipment.
The fastest time that the medical help arrives from the mainland is one hour, but it surely depends
whether the helicopter is needed for accidents that call for more urgent help. You can ask help for the
first aid from the neighbors since some of the island's people are qualified to give first aid.
In case of marine area accidents you should call 0294 1000. In archipelago the coast guard
( http://www.raja.fi/lsmv/enSaaristossa ) and the emergency response centre co‐operate.
In case of emergency in the island the rescue helicopter is ordered. Its landing field is behind
Impilinna, up the hill, behind the fence.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
CALL 112

Address of residency:
Impilinna, Kesnäsvägen 24, Utö, Parainen.

coordinates emergency are:
N 59' 46. 7407'
E 21' 22. 2863'
read: 59 degrees, 46 point 7407 northern latitude
21 degrees, 22 point 2863 eastern longitude
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NATURE
The nature is vulnerable in a small island, so to protect it use mainly the paths that already exist
there.
When the birds have their nesting time (April 1st to July 30th), avoid the shores for disturbing them
and follow the islands rules.
Don't pick rare flowers and plants, save them for the joy of everybody's eyes. But you can pick small
amounts of nettle and some herbs and berries.
Don't go to either of the army's two areas.
Don't leave your thrash, things, art etc in the nature.
Sometimes you might see driftwood or other wooden material ‐ if it has stones on top of it that
means it is taken by some of the locals and you can't use it ‐ the wood is precious in the island.
There are snakes and ticks ‐ read more about thee snakes from the other info file.
Occasionally you might encounter a tick in Utö even if there are still relatively few of them. Please
note that the ticks might carry, sometimes very severe, diseases.
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DOGS
You can bring your dog to the residency.
Between April 1st and July 30th the dogs can't run freely for the birds' nesting time.
When moving in village area and in the nature generally you should keep the dogs in a leash, also for
them own sake; some sharp metal objects can be found after the army times, the rocks are slippery,
there is lot of vipers and the rescue helicopter doesn't come for the dogs.
MOVING ON THE ICE
Before moving the ice talk with locals regarding your idea so they'll know what you plan and while on
ice follow their recent footsteps. But in the end everyone is responsible themselves when moving on
ice. Please note that the locals might be wearing a diving suit and floating equipment while on ice,
enabeling them to move more relaxingly or even recklessly so if you see someone on ice it doesn't
mean it is safe for you.
Impilinna has icepicks that you have to take with you for moving on ice. You should put your cell
phone in a waterproof ziplock bag (Minigrip‐plastic bag)
Please note that wind and currents might weaken the strong ice quickly, even in hours.

WHEN YOU ARE ABOUT TO LEAVE
Leave the door unlocked for the next resident.
Leave Telegrafen's (aka Impilinna's) wheelbarrow if you've taken it from it's place to the Eivor ‐boat's
harbor so that they are easily visible to the next resident.
Check that electricity, water, everything is closed and ok.
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WHO CAN USE THE HOUSE
The residency is for the person to whom it is granted and who has agreed these rules and is
committed to follow them with email‐signature.
You cannot give your time to someone else. If you can't use the whole time, let us know, so we can
offer it to someone else or use it for fixing up ‐time for the house and garden. Also for safety reasons
we should know if the house is empty. If you have a guest there, he can not use your time and stay
alone if you go back to the mainland. Guests have to follow the same rules as you, and you are the
one who is responsible of it. We have rented Impilinna house is for silent and concentrating working
and presence. If you have a project that needs more than 3 guests, contact us beforehand. Also
negotiate with us, if you have some special needs.
You can transport bicycle in the island, but no motor vehicles without very strong reason.
CONTACT:
In any case, small or big problems, you can contact us and ask help:
kuva.utoresidenssi@uniarts.fi
call:
Ulla Leppävuori: 050 53 73 011 (most knowledgeable)
Elina Vainio: 040 77 877 68
Erika Erre: 040 701 37 01
Eveliina Hämäläinen: 044 371 76 82
Nuutti Koskinen: 044 0700 772
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